Nth-order multifrequency coherence functions arising in beam propagation through focusing media with random-axis misalignments and focusing media with additive statistical fluctuations are computed. The analysis is carried out by means of a simple formula which yields exact algorithmic solutions to a class of canonical path integrals.
INTRODUCTION
In a previous paper,1 referred to in the sequel as Paper I, a functional (or path) integral applicable to a broad class of randomly perturbed media was constructed for the n th_or_ der multifrequency coherence function, a quantity intimately linked to n .h-order pulse statistics. This path integral was subsequently carried out explicitly in the case of a nondispersive, deterministically homogeneous medium characterized by a simplified (quadratic) Kolmogorov spectrum. It is our purpose in this paper to lift the restriction of a background flat medium. Specifically, we shall compute nth-order multifrequency coherence functions arising in beam propagation through focusing media with random-axis misalignments, and focusing media with additive statistical fluctuations. We shall carry out this task by means of a simple basic formula which allows exact algorithmic evaluations to a class of canonical path integrals.
Our work in Paper I was based on the stochastic Cauchy problem i a --r/J(x,z,w;a) k az - --'il x ' z,w;a)t/I(x,z,w;a) ,
Hop (x, --'ilx,z,w;a) -kr/J(~,O,w;a) = t/lo(~,w).
(Ua)
-_1_ 'il~ + V ( x,z,w;a) ,
The "Hamiltonian" Hop is a self-adjoint stochastic operator depending on a parameter aEA, (A ,F,P) being an underlying probability measure space. In addition, win (1.1) denotes the radian frequency, k o=.k (ui) the wave number, r/J(~,z,w;a) the complex random wavefunction, and V(~,z,w;a), the "potential" field which is assumed to be a real random function. The initial condition t/lo (x,w) incorporates all the information concerning the temporal frequency spectrum and the spatial distribution of the source at the initial plane z = O.
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In the course of this work we shall deal explicitly with the following two distinct categories of the potential field V(~,z,w;a) entering into (Ub):
where x = lxi, a is a constant, and g is a spatial frequency (units: radia~s/meter). The first category corresponds to a parabolically focusing medium whose equilibrium axis is perturbed via the zero-mean, range-dependent, vector-valued, random function l! (z;a); on the other hand, the second category represents a medium whose parabolically graded deterministic profile is additively perturbed by the zeromean random function El (x,z;a) . The absence of the angular frequency w in the right-hand sides of(1.2) signifies that the media are assumed to be nondispersive.
2
Besides their generic significance in quantum mechanics,3 SchrOdinger-Iike equations ofthe form (1.1) and (1.2) playa significant role in plane and beam electromagnetic and acoustic wave propagation. They are usually derived from a scalar Helmholtz equation within the framework of the parabolic (or small-angle) approximation. In this context, the complex stochastic parabolic equation (1.1) with potentials (i) and (ii) provides a good description of the forward propagation of low-order modes in a fiber Iightguide having a randomly perturbed parabolically graded refractive index. It can also give some insight into the problem of forward propagation oflow-order acoustic modes near an idealized, randomly perturbed, underwater, sound channel axis.
The problem under consideration in this paper, that is the study of nth-order pulse statistics associated with (1.1) and (1.2), can be made more specific as follows: Let G (x,x/ ,z,w;a) denote the fundamental solution (referred to alte~atively as the propagator) of the stochastic complex parabolic equation (1.1). It follows, then, from the discussion in Paper I that the examination of pulse propagation in a random medium requires knowledge of the nth-order coher-eR 2n. X' = (x' I' X' 2.···,x' n)eR 2 n, and 1£ = (WI' w2, "', wn)eR n; finally. the nth-order propagators G(n) are defined in terms of G as follows:
The fundamental solution G (x,x' ,z,w;a) to (1.1) can be expressed as a continuous 'function8I-path integral. This can be used, in tum, as a basis for constructing a path integral representation for the nth-order quantity G(n} (-!.-!' ,z,w;a) ; 
The ensemble-averaged version of the path integral (1.4) for potentials (i) and (ii) [cf. Eq. (1.2)] will be evaluated in Secs. 3 and 4, respectively. These computations will be made on the basis of a simple formula which will be derived in the next section. 
The extra multiplicative factor A. appearing in (2.1) should be set equal to unity in order to maintain a correspondence between (2.1) and (1.1), with potential (i) given in (1.2a). The importance of this factor will be made clear in the sequel. It should also be noted that the constant factor "a" incorporated in (1.2a) has been changed to "ii " in (2.1), again for reasons which wiJI be explained later on.
We set as our immediate goal the derivation of an equation for the first moment of the wavefunction ¢'(~,z,w;a). In order to carry out this task, we ensemble-average both sides of (2.1 ) over the realizations aeA: 
To proceed further, we shall need expressions for the last two terms on the right-hand side of (2.2), viz.,
in terms of the first-and higher-order moments of ¢' (x,z,w;a) . This "closure" problem will be examined next fora special class of random functions I! (z; a). Let H(z; a) be a zero-mean, wide-sense stationary, Gaussian random process with autocovariance tensor
It follows, then, from the Donsker-Furutsu-Novikov func- Unless further restrictions are imposed on the process H (z; a), it turns out that the computation of the functional derivatives together with the performance of the ensemble averaging entering into (2.5) lead to an infinite hierarchy,7 which, in tum, exhibits the impossibility of "closing" Eq.
(2.2) for E { t/J(~,z,w;a) J. Closure may be effected by truncating this infinite hierarchy. Such a truncation leads to wellknown statistical approximations (e.g., the first-order smoothing and the direct-interaction approximation).
In the following discussion we shall eliminate altogether the aforementioned closure difficulties by restricting the process I! (z; a) to be both isotropic and 8-correlated, viz.,
where iT is a constant. With this assumption, (2.5a) and (2.5b) simplify t0
(2.6b)
The functional derivative 87/J/8Hj required in (2.6) can be found from the original stochastic complex parabolic equation (2.1). Omitting intermediate steps, we present here the final result:
Equation (2.7) together with (2.6) result in closed form solutions for E { Hj '" J and E {H J '" J in terms of E { '" J. When these two expressions are used then in conjunction with (2.3) and (2.2), the desired equation for the first statistical moment of", is obtained; specifically,
with the effective potential Ve (~ given as The quantity E { G (~ ~, w; a) J in (2.10) is clearly the propagator of (2.8). It can be written as a continuous path integral, viz.,
which can be carried out explicitly,1O resulting in the expression 
(2.13)
This path integral can be performed without difficulty II:
(2.14)
D. Basic Formula
Clearly, the quantity E {G (~~',z,w; a) J obtained by formally averaging both sides of (2.14) must be the same with the result derived in Sec. 2B [cf. Eq. (2.12)]. This observation leads to the following relationship:
(2.15)
It should be noted in connection with formula (2.15) that the various constants, as well as x and x', need not be those associated with the original set in (2.14). Performing the averaging of (2.14) requires finding the H (z; a) that makes the argument of the exponential an extremum. This !! (z; a), however, does not depend on the specific values of quantities such as ~ and ~' which are defined at the end points only. Thus, ~ and~' may be any functions of the endpoints (within reason), and (2.15) will still hold.
The above important observation will be used in the following two sections in order to compute a series of nthorder multifrequency moments.
FOCUSING MEDIUM WITH RANDOM-AXIS MISALIGNMENTS: Mh-ORDER MUL TIFREQUENCY MOMENTS
Substituting the potential field given in (1.2a) into (1.4) we obtain
This path integral can be carried out explicitly [cf. definition (1.3); also, (2.13) and (2.14) with ii-a, A-l]:
I! (t; a)'1! (t ';a) -(igla 2 /2) Ct, spkp) f dt H2(t; a)}}. (3.2)
In order to evaluate the desired nth-order multifre-
queney coherence quantityE ! G(n)(-!'.!,,z,I!!.; a) J from (3.2),
we must first compute the following statistical average:
Xsing(z -t) singt'l!( t;a).l!(t'; a) -(iia

/2) ttl spkp ) s: dt H2( t; a)}}. (3.3)
This expression, however, can be brought into a one-to-one correspondence with the left-hand side of (2.15) provided that the following changes are made in the latter:
ii-a Ctl spk p ). ., ii, and k given in (3.4) and (3.6) .
We present next the final form of the main result of this section:
X eosgz-2(~ -~qH5 -~~)}. 
FOCUSING MEDIUM WITH ADDITIVE STATISTICAL FLUCTUATIONS: Mh-ORDER MULTI FREQUENCY
MOMENTS
Under the influence of the potential field (1.2b), the average of (1.4) over the realizations a E A yields the expression E IG (II) (X,x',z,w ;a To proceed further, we need to specify the structure of CI [~( t), t; aJ. If the latter is assumed to be a Gaussian random process, the statistical averaging appearing in (4.1) can be carried out explicitly, with the result
t,t']). (4.2)
where r is the correlation function of the random process E 1 , viz.,
We resort, next, to the usual Markovian approximation (cf., also, Paper I, Sec. 3B), i.e., we assume that the process E 1 is 6'-correlated along the longitudinal direction of propagation. We have, then, in the place of (4.3)
In many physical problems, the transverse correlation A [~(; )~q ( ;)] is homogeneous, isotropic, and of a powerlaw type (cf. Paper I and references therein), viz.,
where Lo is a characteristic length, and the parameter P is usually within the range 1 <P < 4.
Even under the restrictive assumptions made so far about the statistical characteristics of the random process E I , it is impossible to evaluateE { G (n) (X,x' ,z,w ;a) J exactly unless the parameter P introduced in (4:6) is -equal to 2. For values of P different from 2, the most comprehensive contribution to the evaluation of nth-order multifrequency coherence functions can be found in the recent work by Dashen,12 wherebyE {G(n)(x,x',z,w ;a)J, withn even, isasymptotically expressible in terns of two-frequency mutual coherence functions E{ G(2) (X,x',z,w ;a)J. It should be pointed out, however, that, in cOntradistinction to single-frequency mutual coherence functions, the exact integration of the twofrequency quantities E {G(2) (X,x',z,w ;a)J still constitutes an open problem. The only reCo~rse presently is to rely on approximate techniques. An excellent contribution along this direction was made recently by Furutsu 13 who examined second-order pulse statistics for an initially pulsed planar source distribution propagating in a channel devoid of a deterministic background profile.
In the following we shall restrict the discussion to the case P = 2 (simplified or quadratic Kolmogorov spectrum.)14 Under this assumption, (4.1) assumes the form
7)
where D = A (0)/2Lo 2 . With g = 0, this is precisely the path integral evaluated in Paper I. It is possible to modify the tcchnique developed in that paper so that it can accommodate the presence of a focusing background profile (g,c:0) . Instead offollowing such a procedure in this paper, however, we shall recast (4.7) in a form which, when used in conjunction with the basic formula (2.15), will yield a solution for
We begin by expanding the quadratic form entering into (4.7) and recombining terms: 
where the complex-valued spatial frequency g is defined as
follows:
(4.10)
We introduce next a fictitious zero-mean, Gaussian, vector-valued, real process F (z; a) with autocovariance ten- '-E(;; a) n, (4.13) where P [F (z; a) ] is the probability distribution functional of the proceSs F (z;a) .
X f d[!(;)] f d[-E(;;a)]P[-E(;;a)]
The patlt integral with respect to X ( ;) in (4.13) is isomorphic to n uncoupled quantum mechanical harmonic oscillators; it can, therefore, be performed easily. The final result is
(4.15)
We are now in a position to use the basic formula derived in Sec. 2D. We note that the expression for 12 given (4.15) can be brought into a direct correspondence with the left-hand side of the basic formula (2.15) by means of the following changes: As a consequence, the statistical average (4.15) is equal to the right-hand side of the basic formula (2.15). In the latter, g, x and x' are those given in (4. 16c)-(4. 16e); B must be set equal to zero by virtue of (4. 16a); finally, il must be evaluated at the values of -t, u, g, ii, and k specified above. (When this is done, one has the simple relationship il-g). We present next the solution of the problem under consideration in this section: In the absence of a focusing background channel, i.e., g = 0, (4.17) coincides with the main result in Paper I [cf. Eq. (6.36)].
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Our main contribution in this paper is the computation of a set of nth-order multifrequency statistical moments E {G(n)(!..-!, ,z,~; a)} by means ora simpleformula [cf. Eq. It was demonstrated in Paper I that under very restrictive assumptions (g = 0, a broadband receiver, i.e., F~2)(W)~ 1, and an impulsive planar source intensity), (5.1), with n = 2 and X 2 = Xl' can be evaluated exactly. If these conditions are relaxed, however, the nth-order moments shown in (5.1) can be computed only asymptotically (e.g., by the method of steepest descent), or numerically.
